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BEST PRACTICE-1
1. Title of the Practice: Counselling/mentoring students for Civil Services Examination.
2. Goal: Through mentoring, we sought to help students to discover their potential and guide them
n

pursuing their own career goals. The main aim of this programme was to motivate students

towards Civil Services Examination.
3. Practice: The

college periodically

arranges various

career

guiding programmes

and

workshops

are arranged with eminent personalities to guide the students. In this regard, "Preparation for Civil

Services Examination" was organised on 4th May, 2018 inviting an IAS named Mr. Rohan Kr. Jha.
He started the programme with a question that why one should opt for IAS?' and after that

discussed on the pattern of the Civil Services Examination in order to enhance the knowledge of
the students. At the end of this programme, he gave his valuable insights and views on how to

prepare systematically so that students can crack the Civil Services Examinations easily.
4. Evidence of Success: The workshop "Preparation for Civil Services Examination" received a

tremendous response with more than 600 participants. Numerous feedbacks have been received
and all the participants agreed to the fact that the workshop was highly informative and skill-

oriented. Majority of the participants agreed that their overall knowledge level had increased from
attending this programme.
5. Problems encountered:

Continuous motivation is required as the students are capable of losing their confidence

when things do not go in the

expected

way.

More workshops are needed for the cause.

Identifying the right skill trainers and coaching institutes to patner with the college to
handle the skill.
6. Resources

required:

A handsome amount is needed to invite

heavy weight personality.
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BEST PRACTICE-2:

Title of the Practice: Environmental consciousness.
Goal:

This

practice

emphasizes

on

the

significance of environment and

sustainable

development.
2. Objectives: The sole objective is to generate environmental consciousness among the masses

for conservation and sustainable
3. The Practice: This
sense

the

of

practice

belongingness

development of natural

not

resources.

only encourages ethical and human values but also instils

among the

college community.

The

surroundings

people

the desire for environmental peace and
encourage
environment. The College, with its green cover and rich

a

of the

a

college inspire

natural connection with the

biodiversity

natural

serves as a

laboratory for observation.
4.

Impact of the practice: The field trip organized every year

also

an

effective

measure

taken by

us to

make students

aware

environmental protection. Also, on every student
gathering
the students regarding our environment.
5.

Obstacles: New plants

aware

of the

6. Resources

are to

be nurtured

softly,

but

part of environmental

as a

we

of

our

biodiversity and

take the

people

of the

course

is

its role for

opportunity to sensitize

surrounding

are

not

so

importance.
required:

Man power for

safeguard

the green

plantation

is

required

at

sufficient.
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